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Once again, Luke is called to the penitentiary, though for once the Daltons haven't escaped. They have, however, just learned that their cousin Emmett,
last survivor of the original Dalton gang, has a son - and that Averell was chosen as his godfather! Now Lucky Luke has to accompany the dumbest bandits
in the West to the young boy's house, as Averell has been temporarily entrusted with his education. A job that his brothers see as an excellent
opportunity to get rich...
When a $100,000 bounty is placed on the head of a Native American horse thief, Lucky Luke must contend with Elliott Belt, a ruthless bounty hunter who
will stop at nothing to collect the reward.
The Stagecoach9th Cinebook
A cowboy who shoots faster than his own shadow, his sarcastic horse, a quartet of incredibly stupid bandits - this is the Old West at its funniest. The
79th adventure of Lucky Luke, the Lonesome Cowboy!
Lucky Luke Vol 78: the Dalton Uncles
Comic Art of Europe Through 2000
A Cure for the Daltons
Les Livres disponibles
The Bounty Hunter

A unique and thorough reference work, Comic Art of Europe through 2000: An International Bibliography chronicles in two volumes the development of comic art in Europe and
reflects the burgeoning amount of literature on the subject. Supplementing the award-winning works on comic art published by the author with Greenwood in 1994 and 1996, the
expanded volumes contain over 17,000 multi-language entries on comic art literature in 42 European countries. Bringing order to the scholarship on this fascinating topic, this is
an invaluable reference work for those interested in comic art, mass communication, and popular culture. The author gathers in one place an exhaustive collection of literature
dealing with all aspects of comics, cartooning, and animation in Europe. Organized by categories of country, genre, approaches, and other aspects, these multi-language
bibliographies are compiled and organized for easy reference use. The comprehensive data gathering is backed up by global research. Another useful feature is a directory with
vital information on at least 80 periodicals dealing with comic art in Europe. The wide sweep of these volumes includes chapters on global, continental, regional, and comparative
perspectives relating to Europe.
The 60th adventure of Lucky Luke, and the Old West at its funniest!
This anthology hosts a collection of essays examining the role of comics as portals for historical and academic content, while keeping the approach on an international market
versus the American one.
The 61st adventure of Lucky Luke, and the Old West at its funniest!
Lucky Luke - Volume 72 - Marcel Dalton
Lucky Luke - Volume 7 - Barbed Wire on the Prairie
Lucky Luke - Volume 35 - The Singing Wire
Rails on the Prairie
The Ballad of the Daltons
At last Lucky Luke is getting a hardback collected edition, with three titles from the end of the 50s as well as many extras.
Marcel Dalton is the Dalton Brothers’ Swiss uncle. He is not only honest, but a banker to boot. Having purchased a small bank in the US, he decides to
hire his nephews to force them to make a honest living. Although he’s assisted by Lucky Luke, they have their work cut out for them. Especially since –
as if the ingrained instincts of the four dumbest bandits in the West weren’t enough – there’s also the small matter of the competition: a very
unscrupulous banker ...
Ulysses S. Grant’s second term is ending, and the USA must elect a new president. After the many corruption scandals of the previous administration, the
Republican Party has selected an upstanding candidate, Rutherford B. Hayes. However, a rich Texas oil tycoon with his eye on the White House has other
ideas, and money can buy many votes... or bullets. Luke is called upon to protect Hayes as he tours the wild, wild West...
Join Luke and his family in Lucky Luke's Hunting Adventures: The Swamp as he experiences all the wonders of hunting in the great outdoors. In this tale,
Luke is finally old enough to join his family on his first whitetail deer hunt, and he has all kinds of advice from his fellow hunters. When Luke's dad
brings him deep into a Northern Minnesota swamp for a magical morning hunt, Luke finds adventure and nature at every turn in the trail. One thing's for
sure—you won't believe who gets the big buck!
Daisy Town
Lucky Luke
Lucky Luke - Volume 39 - The man of Washington
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Lucky Luke - Volume 80 - The Alibi
The Daltons' Escape

Time for the Daltons to try on a different kind of ball-and-chain! Urgent message for the Dalton brothers: the president has approved a special measure to combat overpopulation in the country's prisons. They're going to
be… hanged! Their last hope lies in a little known law that would see them walk free if they were to marry. A frantic Ma Dalton tries to locate brides for her boys, but their reputation precedes them, and the only
candidates she eventually locates could well turn out to be a worse choice than the rope...
Three founding volumes in which Luke loses his cartoon character appearance to become a true Western hero.
A cowboy who shoots faster than his own shadow, his sarcastic horse - this is the Old West at its funniest. The fourth volume of the collected adventures of the Lonesome Cowboy in glorious hardback format!
The 50th adventure of Lucky Luke, and the Old West at its funniest
Lucky Luke - The Complete Collection
Roles of the Comic Book in Scholarship, Society, and Entertainment
Lucky Luke's Hunting Adventures
The Swamp
Lucky Luke - Volume 3 - Dalton City

The 75thadventure of Lucky Luke, and the Old West at its funniest!
Naughty Wives And Open Marriages Three naughty wives explore their innermost secret desires in this scorching hot bundle from Karly Violet. Included in this collection of
stories are - * Hotwife Affair In Lockdown * Hotwife Diaries * Wife Swapping Party Download now and enjoy over 60,000 words of steamy hotwife action between a curious wife
and a loving husband. Keywords: Hotwife, Wife Sharing, Wife Watching, Adultery, Cheating Wives, Bundle, Romance,
Vols. for 1898-1968 include a directory of publishers.
When Lucky Luke stops an act of sabotage on the Transcontinental Railroad, he is put in charge of security for the entire westward push and has his work cut out for him.
Seven Stories
The Promised Land
The English Catalogue of Books
Steaming Up the Mississippi
Felps decides to plant lettuce on his property. But rancher Cass Caseyâs herds regularly ransack Felpsâ land... Furious, he hires Lucky
Luke for protection from Casey. Felps wants to surround his property with barbed wire, which in the Old West is regarded as a
provocation. And so, war is declared between the ranchers and the farmers... Lucky Luke will need all his skills as a mediator to reconcile
everybody!
In this new volume, Lucky Luke has to clean out a whole city: Fenton Town, so named because, after being abandoned by the pioneers
who founded it, it has been taken over by Dean Fenton, a desperado of the worst sort... Fenton Town has become the most depraved city
in all of Texas. Lucky Luke makes a short visit to townâjust the time needed to put Fenton in prison and chase out the remaining
rabble.But soon the Dalton Brothers take up the torch, and, following Fentonâs ideas, create... Dalton City, exclusively reserved for
gangsters!!! They even capture Lucky Luke and force him to help them...
After a fellow inmate, having received a blow to the head, forgets his own name and is freed as a brand new man, the Daltons start
pretending to be amnesiac in order to escape the prison. So as to test their supposed amnesia – and hopefully allow them to retrieve their
memories should it be real – they are put in familiar situations: bank hold-ups, train robberies ... under Lucky Luke’s supervision, of
course.
1861. Abraham Lincoln orders that the First Transcontinental Telegraph line, currently interrupted between Nevada and Nebraska, be
completed. Two teams, one heading east from Carson City and the other west from Omaha, will meet up in Salt Lake City. Lucky Luke
joins the eastbound team. But when a $100,000 reward is offered to the first team to arrive, there’s suddenly more to fear than the
natural obstacles of the journey: A saboteur seems to be at work!
Lucky Luke - Volume 25 - The Stagecoach
Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Communications of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives,
Ninety-fourth Congress, Second Session, on the Role of Congress in Regulating Cable Television and the Potential for New Technologies in
the Communications System ...
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Lucky Luke Vol. 72
An International Bibliography, Volume I
The Daltons Redeem Themselves
The 66th adventure of Lucky Luke, and the Old West at its funniest!
When European psychiatrist Otto Von Bratwurst travels to the Old West, he decides to put his theories to the ultimate test by
attempting to reform the imprisoned Dalton brothers, with the reluctant assistance of Lucky Luke.
Plagued by constant bandit attacks, Wells Fargo is falling on hard times. To restore public trust in their services, the company
sends one well-publicised stagecoach from Denver to San Francisco. It will have the best 'whip' as driver, a motley crew of daring
passengers, and - to escort them and a precious cargo of gold - none other than Lucky Luke. A wise precaution, because every
desperado in the country will be waiting on the coach's planned route.
The man who shoots faster than his own shadow.
Tying the Knot
The Stagecoach
Cable Television Regulation Oversight
Advanced Register Year Book of the Holstein-Friesian Association of America
Emperor Smith

When a U.S. Senator attempts prison reform, he frees the Daltons as a test case.
La liste exhaustive des ouvrages disponibles publiés en langue française dans le monde. La liste des éditeurs et la liste des collections de
langue française.
Plagued by constant bandit attacks, Wells Fargo is falling on hard times. To restore public trust in their services, the company sends one
well-publicised stagecoach from Denver to San Francisco. It will have the best “whip” as driver, a motley crew of daring passengers, and—to
escort them and a precious cargo of gold—none other than Lucky Luke. A wise precaution, because every desperado in the country will be
waiting on the coach’s planned route...
Lucky Luke is contacted by a rich individual with an unusual request: he wants to hire the Lonesome Cowboy to escort his stepdaughter Gisella
on a trip across the Wild West. He wants her to see for himself the hard life of settlers and frontiersmen at least once before she settles
into a comfortable married life. Luke arranges a few fake, safe incidents to entertain the young woman, but she’s no shrinking violet, and
tends to charge headlong into trouble ...
American short-horn herd book, containing pedigrees of short-horn cattle
Marcel Dalton
Comics as History, Comics as Literature
Lucky Luke Vol
Hotwife: 3 Stories Of Naughty Wives And Their Open Marriages - Volume 25
The Daltons have escaped! Words that all fans of Lucky Luke know well. But this is the story of the very first time that the idiot brothers break out of jail. Driven by Joe's
unshakeable need to get revenge on Lucky Luke, the outlaws terrorise several towns before hatching a genius plan: get the Lonesome Cowboy his very own wanted poster. As the
local populace begins turning on him, Luke must display infinite patience in order to catch his quarry.
When Oklahoma is opened for colonization, Lucky Luke attempts to keep settlers from landjumping, and tries to govern a boomtown established in the new territory.
Lucky Luke and Jolly Jumper think that a local rancher in Grass Town, who declares himself Smith I, Emperor of the United States and who has an army of ranch hands, is
harmless, until a desperado convinces the emperor to rob the local bank.
French books in print
The Oklahoma Land Rush
Rin Tin Can's Inheritance
The Complete Collection
The Advanced Register Year Book of the Holstein-Friesian Association of America
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